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ABSTRACT

To improve daily customer experience, kitchen assistant be-
comes one of the enabled service in intelligent voice assis-
tants, presenting personalized and relevant recipes to satisfy
customer requests. Current solutions for recipe recommen-
dation suffers from two limitations: First, user-recipe inter-
actions are modeled in a uniform manner, which neglects the
diversity of user preferences on recipe adoptions, inherently
hurting the model performance. Second, users may interact
with recipe randomly, resulting in inevitable data noise is-
sue. In this work, we alleviate the foregoing issues by propos-
ing contrastive knowledge graph attention network for recipe
recommendation, where a knowledge graph attention-based
recommender helps learn fine-grained user and recipe em-
beddings by modeling diversified user preferences from user
behaviors. Moreover, a contrastive learning module that in-
tegrates unsupervised and supervised contrastive learning is
proposed to improve model robustness. The experimental re-
sults on two real-world datasets show that the proposed ap-
proach outperforms the state-of-the-art baseline methods.

Index Terms— natural language understanding, recom-
mendation system, knowledge graph, contrastive learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent personal assistants (IPAs) such as Alexa, Siri, and
Google Assistant can fulfill users’ requests and make people’s
daily lives convenient by answering questions ranging from
weather to stock price. To further enrich user experience, an
IPA can not only answer questions regarding to food, ingredi-
ents, nutrition, and cooking tips, but also recommend person-
alized recipes according to customer requests. For example,
when a customer asks for recipes by “show me recipes for
chicken”, the IPA is able to recommend recipes such as such
as “Chicken Parmesan”,“Buffalo Chicken Wings”, and so on.

Extensive research efforts have been made to recommend
top-k items for a target user. Content-based approaches [1, 2]
tend to produce items matching the user’s interests according
to the various features of items. Collaborative filtering (CF)
[3] learns user preference on historical user-item interactions
with the assumption that behaviorally similar users are likely
to have similar preference on items, ranging from non-graph-
based methods like MF and NCF [4, 5], to graph-based mod-

els like NGCF and LightGCN [6, 7]. Content-based CF meth-
ods are also proposed to combine the best of the two worlds
[8, 9]. To alleviate label sparsity issue, knowledge graphs-
enhanced approaches such as KGAT [10] and KGCN [11] are
proposd with different information propogation methods on
knowledge graphs.

However, the methods are still suffering from two limita-
tions: (1) Without considering the diversified user preferences
over different recipes could lead to coarse-grained represen-
tation and suboptimal performance, as customers can interact
with recipes in various behaviors that reflect different levels
of user preferences. For instance, “cooking along” behav-
ior reflects stronger user preference but are with less amount
than “browse” behavior in the dataset. (2) As noisy behav-
iors (e.g., random clicks) commonly exist, the learnt user and
recipe representations are less robust to noisy interactions.

To alleviate the foregoing issues, we propose a contrastive
knowledge graph attention network (C-KGAT). In details,
we first present a knowledge graph attention-based recom-
mender to learn fine-grained user and recipe embeddings by
profiling user diversified preferences from user sequential
behaviors. To improve model robustness, we propose a con-
trastive learning module with two auxiliary tasks to improve
model robustness. We conduct experiments on two internal
recipe datasets. Our model not only outperforms state-of-the-
art baselines in terms of accuracy, but also show superiority
regarding to model robustness.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given a target user and her utterance request, we aim to rec-
ommend top-K relevant and personalized recipes to the user
by learning a model to predict the probability of a target recipe
that the user would adopt. Generally, this recipe recommen-
dation scenario involves a set of users U , a set of recipes I that
each comes along with textual and categorical features (e.g,
recipe name, rating, and cooking time), and observed implicit
feedbacks Y+ = {yui = 1|u ∈ U , i ∈ I}, where entry yui
indicates that user u interacted with recipe i before with a se-
quential behaviors b1, b2, ..., bk. Each behavior is associated
with a behavior type from a pre-defined and business-oriented
behavior types list, including ‘browse”, “check ingredients”,
“add to cart”, and “start cooking along”. Furthermore, we
construct a recipe knowledge graph (KG) with recipe enti-



ties I and different types of attribute entities E , including cui-
sine, ingredients, keywords, and dietary information. Differ-
ent types of relations connect recipes and corresponding types
of attribute entities. We further insert user-recipe interactions
into the KG, resulting in a Collaborative Knowledge Graph
(CKG) G = {(h, r, t) | h, t ∈ V, r ∈ R} where node set
V = E ∪ I ∪ U and the relation set R includes observed in-
teractions Y+ and relations in the recipe KG [10].

3. PROPOSED METHODS

In this work, we propose contrastive knowledge attention for
recipe recommendation. As shown in Figure 1, it mainly con-
sists of three components: (1) Knowledge graph embedding
leverage the structure of CKG to learn entity embedding. (2)
A KGAT-based recommender is proposed to learn collabora-
tive user and recipe embeddings by modeling the diversified
user preferences. (3) A contrastive learning module contrast
user and recipe embeddings from different graph views to im-
prove model robustness.
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Fig. 1. Framework of our proposed C-KGAT, where GA
and KGAT-Rec indicates graph augmentation and knowledge
graph attention-based recommender, respectively.
3.1. Knowledge Graph Embedding
Each user, recipe, and attribute entity is associated with an ID
embedding, annotated by eu, ei, and ea, respectively, which
are used to initialize their entity embeddings in the collabo-
rative knowledge graph. We adopt TransE [12] that projects
head, relation, and tail into the same embedding space and
model the relations as translations in the embedding space
with the constraint of eh + er ≈ et. A ranking loss is em-
ployed to prioritize an observed triplet with higher score than
a randomly chosen negative triplet:

LKGE =
∑

(h,r,t,t′)∈T

− lnσ (g (h, r, t′)− g(h, r, t)) , (1)

g(h, r, t) = ∥eh + er − et∥22 . (2)

where T = {(h, r, t, t′) | (h, r, t) ∈ G, (h, r, t′) /∈ G} and t′

is a randomly sampled entity to build the negative pair; σ is
the sigmoid function.

3.2. KGAT-based Recipe Recommendation (KGAT-Rec)
In the collaborative knowledge graph, an entity embedding is
updated by aggregating the rich semantic information from its
neighbor triplets. As shown in Figure 2, by attending the tar-
get entity eh to its neighbor Nh with the relational attention
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the KGAT-based Recipe Recommender.

function s(h, r, t), the normalized attentive weights are gen-
erated to measure the contribution of each neighbor triplet:

s(h, r, t) =(et)
⊤ tanh(eh + er), (3)

αh,r,t =
exp(s(h, r, t))∑

(h,r′,t′)∈Nh
exp (s (h, r′, t′))

, (4)

eNh
=

∑
(h,r,t)∈Nh

αh,r,tet. (5)

However, existing methods [10, 11] treat all user-recipe
interactions the same, failing to differentiate user preferences
on different recipes. For example, some users show less in-
terest by browsing recipe casually and checking key ingredi-
ents, while some users cook along with a recipe step by step,
which reflects stronger user preferences. To alleviate the pain
point, we propose to learn different user preferences from her
sequential behaviors towards each interacted recipe by a one-
layer bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [13] as:

hpref =GRU([b1, b2, ..., bk]), (6)
e∗r =Wp([er, hpref ]). (7)

where [b1, b2, ..., bk] are the user sequential behaviors,
represented by their behavior type embeddings. The learnt
preference vector hpref (the last hidden state in GRU) is con-
catenated with the uniform edge embedding er and passed
into a fully-connected layer to obtain the preference-aware
edge embedding e∗r , which replaces er in Equation 3 to com-
pute the attentive weights for the edges connecting users and
recipes; while for edges between recipes and attributes enti-
ties, we still learn the attentive weights with original Equation
3. By doing so, the model is capable of learning better user
and recipe embeddings for recommendation by measuring
the impact of each neighbor triplet more accurately.

We update the target entity embedding êh by aggregating
its entity embedding eh and embeddings of its neighbors with
LeakyReLU [14] as the non-linear function:

êh = LeakyReLU (Wa (eh + eNh
)) (8)

We stack l layers of knowledge graph attention to cap-
ture l-order proximity among entities. The user and recipe
collaborative vector êu and êi are obtained by concatenating
the user and recipe representations from each layer. We then
adopt BERT (frozen during training) to obtain user request



vector hreq by taking the first hidden vector corresponding to
the [CLS] token [15]. Finally, a classifier fc takes as input
request vector, user vector, and recipe vector to predict prob-
ability logits ŷui. The model is trained with the BPR loss [4]
that an observed interaction (u, i) has a higher score than its
sampled unobserved counterpart (u, j):

LBPR =
∑

(u,i)∈Y+,(u,j)/∈Y+

− log σ (ŷui − ŷuj) , (9)

ŷui = fc(hreq, êu, fenc(êi, ef )). (10)

where ef is the recipe feature embedding by concatenating
the textual representation and categorical feature embeddings.
fenc is a MLP-based recipe encoder that combine the collab-
orative recipe embedding and recipe content representation.
3.3. Incorporating Contrastive Learning
3.3.1. Graph Augmentation

In the graph augmentation (GA) stage, different views of the
input graph are generated to expose novel patterns of repre-
sentations to improve the model generalization [16, 17, 18].

In this work, we present graph augmentation strategies to
generate different graph views that contain incomplete infor-
mation about node embedding and node topology to boost
downstream contrastive learning. Essentially, we apply the
same following operations on the input CKG graph G inde-
pendently twice to generate two different graph views G(1)

and G(2): (1)Node Embedding Dropout: We randomly set
some embedding values as zero with a prior probability p to
create graph views that contain incomplete node embedding.
(2) Edge Dropout: To generate incomplete node topology in-
formation, we randomly discard some edges with the same p.
3.3.2. Unsupervised Contrastive Learning

Recent works explore unsupervised contrastive learning
(UCL) on graph to alleviate the label-sparsity issue and im-
prove model robustness [16, 19, 20] given a pair of generated
graph views. In detail, the user node representations e

(1)
u

and e
(2)
u are obtained by passing two generated views, G(1)

and G(2), into the same KGAT model. Then, InfoNCE loss
is adopted [21] to pull the different views of the same user
entity close and push those of different user entities away:

LUCL(U (1),U (2)) =
∑
u∈U

− log
exp

(
f
(
e
(1)
u , e

(2)
u

)
/τ

)
∑

v∈U exp
(
f
(
e
(1)
u , e

(2)
v

)
/τ

) (11)

where f(·, ·) indicates the cosine similarity function. Differ-
ent views of the same user (e(1)u , e(2)u ) are considered as a
positive pair, while views of different user nodes (e(1)u , e(2)v )
are viewed as a negative pair. τ is the temperature hyper-
parameter. We obtain recipe-side unsupervised contrastive
learning loss LUCL(I(1), I(2)) similarly.

3.3.3. Supervised Contrastive Learning

As demonstrated in Figure 1, in addition to unsupervised
contrastive learning on (e

(1)
u , e

(2)
u ) and (e

(1)
i , e

(2)
i ), we pro-

pose to perform supervised contrastive learning (SCL) on the

available user-recipe interactions (e
(2)
u , e

(1)
i ), enforcing the

model to effectively leverage the user-recipe proximity across
different incomplete graph views, improving the robustness
and generalization of the model. Given an observed user-
recipe interaction yui, we encourage the agreement between
the user representation e

(2)
u and the recipe representation e

(1)
i

generated from different views. Meanwhile, we minimize the
agreement between unobserved user-recipe pairs (e

(2)
u , e

(1)
q )

by sampling recipes for user u:

LSCL(U (2), I(1)) =
∑

(u,i)∈Y+

− log
exp

(
f
(
e
(2)
u , e

(1)
i

)
/τ

)
∑

q∈Q exp
(
f
(
e
(2)
u , e

(1)
q

)
/τ

) (12)

where Q indicates the recipe set that includes one observed
recipe and sampled unobserved recipes for user u.

The total CL loss is the summation of symmetrical unsu-
pervised contrastive learning on user nodes and recipe nodes
and supervised contrastive learning:

LCL =LUCL(U (1),U (2)) + LUCL(U (2),U (1))

+LUCL(I(1), I(2)) + LUCL(I(2), I(1))

+LSCL(U (1), I(2)) + LSCL(U (2), I(1)) (13)

The model is trained by alternatively minimizing the final rec-
ommendation loss Lrec = LBPR + λLCL and KGE loss
LKGE during each epoch.

4. EXPERIMENTS

To validate the superiority of our proposed model, we conduct
extensive experiments to answer the following research ques-
tions: (RQ1) How does the proposed model perform com-
pared with other SOTA models? (RQ2) How do the com-
ponents in the proposed model improve the performance for
recipe recommendation? (RQ3) What benefits does our pro-
posed model bring for recipe recommendation?

4.1. Datasets

Table 1. Statistics of the datasets.
Recipe-Voice Recipe-Touch

Recipe
Knowledge

Graph

#Entity 50,070 18,740
#Relation Types 4 4
#Triplets 1,486,858 518,735

Customers can interact with devices equipped with screens
by vocal request in Recipe-Voice dataset and touching the
screen in Recipe-Touch dataset. To ensure the data quality,
we take the 3(10)-core subset for the two datasets, where each
user or recipe has at least 3 (10) interactions, respectively. All
users in the datasets are de-identified. The statistics of the
recipe knowledge graph associated with the datasets are re-
ported in Table 1. We sort the interactions of each user
chronologically and split the interactions into training, val-
idation, and testing set with ratios of 70%, 10%, and 20%,
respectively. During testing, given a user’s request, the model
recommends top-K recipes by ranking the predicted proba-
bility of each recipe.



4.2. Baselines
In the experiment, we mainly adopt two types of content-
based CF models as baselines for overall performance com-
parison: (1) Non graph-based CF: YoutubeDNN [2] uti-
lizes DNN model to learn the recipe vector by concatenating
ID embedding and the textual and categorical features; (2)
graph-based CF: LightGCN [7] is a state-of-the-art model
that learns user and recipe representation with a light graph
convolutional operation. KGCN [11] runs on the subgraphs
sampled from the collaborative knowledge graph to learn
user and recipe recipe embeddings, and KGAT [10] learns
user and recipe embeddings with knowledge graph attention
mechanism.

4.3. Main Results (RQ1)

Table 2. Overall Model Performance Comparison.
Datasets Recipe-Voice Recipe-Touch
Models Recall@5 NDCG@5 Recall@5 NDCG@5
YoutubeDNN -5.5% -3.0% -3.9% -4.1%
LightGCN -4.8% -2.1% -1.5% -2.4%
KGCN -2.5% -1.3% -0.8% -1.5%
KGAT 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
C-KGAT +5.2% +7.4% +4.9% +5.8%

We first compare performance of different models on
testing set in terms of widely-used metrics for top-k recom-
mendation, including Recall@K and NDCG@K [22], where
K = 5. Table 2 shows the relative performance improve-
ment afforded by our method compared to state-of-the-art
models. Looking at the results, LightGCN achieves better
results than YoutubeDNN by capturing higher-order proxim-
ity among users and recipes. KGCN and KGAT outperform
other baselines by leveraging knowledge graph that alleviates
label sparsity issue. The proposed model consistently yields
the best performances on both datasets due to its capability of
modeling diversified user’s preferences over different recipes
given her sequential behaviors towards recipe and leveraging
contrastive learning effectively. We further conduct signifi-
cance testing (t-test) on the improvements of our approaches
with fives runs and obtain p < 0.01 compared with the best-
performed KGAT in terms of Recall@5/NDCG@5 on both
datasets, respectively, demonstrating the significance of the
improvement.

4.4. Ablation Study (RQ2)

We further conduct ablation study to quantify the impact of
the components in our proposed model and report the cor-
responding degradations in Table 3, including the GRU for
preference vector, contrastive learning (CL) that includes both
UCL and SCL, supervised contrastive learning (SCL), node
embedding dropout (NED), and edge dropout (ED). Each pro-
posed component contributes in a certain degree to the im-
provement of model performance, which demonstrates the
reasonability of our proposed model. Taking a close look
at the results, removing CL hurts the performance the most,
which verifies the effectiveness of contrastive learning.

Table 3. Ablation Study.
Datasets Recipe-Voice Recipe-Touch
Models Recall@5 NDCG@5 Recall@5 NDCG@5
C-KGAT 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
-GRU -2.8% -4.2% -1.4% -2.0%
-CL -4.1% -6.1% -2.7% -3.1%
-SCL -2.1% -3.2% -1.3% -1.8%
-NED -1.4% -2.6% -0.9% -1.4%
-ED -1.0% -2.1% -0.6% -0.9%

4.5. Benefits of the Proposed Model (RQ3)

As mentioned above, contrastive learning is expected to im-
prove model robustness by learning robust embeddings from
different incomplete graph views. To validate this, we train
models with different ratios of additional noise data sam-
pled from unobserved interactions and compare their perfor-
mances as plotted in Figure 3. Injecting additional noise data
into training set does harm model performance on different
levels, while the proposed C-KGAT has a much less degrada-
tion rate than the two strongest baselines, demonstrating the
superiority of the proposed model in terms of robustness.
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Fig. 3. Model performance with different noise ratios.

5. CONCLUSION

We propose a contrastive knowledge graph attention net-
work for user request-based recipe recommendation. The
proposed model not only boosts performance by modeling
user preferences towards different recipes but also integrates
unsupervised and supervised contrastive learning to improve
model robustness. In the future, we plan to improve the model
performance with advanced negative sampling strategies and
transfer learning for cross-domain recommendation.
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